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Abstract

Offshore wind energy is a seminal technology to achieve the goals set for renewable energy deployment.
However, today’s offshore wind energy projects are mostly not yet sufficiently competitive. The optimization
of offshore wind turbine substructures with regard to costs and reliability is a promising approach to increase
competitiveness. Today, interdisciplinary analyses considering sophisticated engineering models and their
complex economic effects are not widespread. Existing approaches are deterministic. This research gap is
addressed by combining an aero-elastic wind turbine model with an economic viability model for probabilistic
investment analyses. The impact of different monopile designs on the stochastic cost-efficiency of an offshore
wind farm is investigated. Monopiles are varied with regard to diameters and wall thicknesses creating
designs with increased lifetimes but higher capital expenditures (durable designs) and vice versa (cheaper
designs). For each substructure, the aero-elastic wind turbine model yields distributions for the fatigue
lifetime and electricity yield and different capital expenditures, which are applied to the economic viability
model. For other components, e.g. blades, constant lifetimes and costs are assumed. The results indicate
that the gain of increased stochastic lifetimes exceeds the benefit of reduced initial costs, if the overall
lifetime is not governed by other turbine components’ lifetimes.
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1. Introduction1

Although offshore wind energy is a steadily growing market [1] and a promising technology to achieve2

the long-term goals set for renewable energy deployment, its LCOE is still high compared to other energy3

supply types [2, 3]. Today, OW energy is - apart from some rare and special examples - not yet competitive4

without financial support mechanisms [4], as compensation according to current electricity market prices5

does not enable a profitable and financially viable construction and operation of OW farms. Consequently,6

increasing the cost-efficiency of this technology is one of the major objectives of current research. As7

OWT substructures and foundations account for nearly 20 % of the overall OW farm CAPEX (including8

planning, installation, and component costs, but excluding OPEX) and represent a significant cost reduction9

opportunity [2, 5], their optimal design with regard to costs and reliability is a promising approach. This10

means that a change in paradigm for optimal designs is required. In contrast to state-of-the-art optimization11

approaches, not only costs need to be minimized, but the trade-off between variable lifetimes and component12

costs needs to be analyzed in interdisciplinary approaches to find the most cost-efficient structural design.13

Nevertheless, such interdisciplinary approaches, considering both the complex engineering and economic14

aspects of OWT structural designs, are still unusual.15

On the part of engineering analyses, most optimization approaches minimize the structural weight as a cost16

indicator [6–9]. Muskulus and Schafhirt [10] give a comprehensive review of these optimization approaches.17

Even if cost models are applied instead of mass considerations, the costs are, in general, approximated18

by empirical formulations taking into account material, production, and installation costs [11, 12]. The19

effects of reduced masses or costs on the economic viability of entire projects are not evaluated, as economic20

aspects, like risk-adjusted discount rates, etc., are not taken into account. Furthermore, lifetimes are set21

to deterministic, constant values. This disables an analysis of the trade-off between lifetime and costs. A22

first approach to take variable lifetimes in engineering models for OWT into account is conducted by Ziegler23

et al. [13]. However, they focus on the trade-off between variable lifetimes and mass, and - as typical for24

engineering approaches - do not consider complex economic effects.25

On the part of economic analyses, substructures and foundations are, in general, considered as a bundled cost26

input within the CAPEX of an OW farm. Furthermore, as with the engineering analyses, the operating OWT27

lifetime is typically treated as a deterministic, constant value commonly set to 20 years [14–16]. In addition,28

several economic studies conduct simple deterministic sensitivity analyses regarding the lifetime, but do29

not consider any dependencies of the lifetime on other model inputs [17–19]. A first approach to analyze30

the effects of lifetime extension measures for onshore wind turbines on the LCOE is developed by Rubert31

et al. [20]. They link the lifetime to model inputs, like retrofits of different components, and also conduct32

deterministic sensitivity analyses. However, due to the significant variability of offshore conditions, economic33

effects of structural design variations are different, if probabilistic approaches are applied. Nevertheless,34

comprehensive probabilistic economic analyses of OW farms that take into account the complex economic35

effects of structural designs on the trade-off between operating lifetime and the cost of OWT cannot be36

found.37

This research gap is addressed by combining an aero-elastic OWT model with an economic viability model.38

The combined model can deal with probabilistic inputs based on real offshore measurements and OW39

investment characteristics. An overview of the combined approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. This concept40

enables analyzing the effects of substructure design variations on the cost-efficiency of OW farms. Therefore,41

it is possible to assess the trade-off between substructure lifetime - being modeled using a probability42

distribution - and substructure CAPEX with regard to the cost-efficiency of each design. To this end, both43

models are outlined in the following and are then applied to a concise OW farm case study.44

2. Aero-elastic wind turbine model45

2.1. Time domain model46

The dynamic OWT behavior is very complex due to several reasons: nonlinearities, transient load cases,47

scattering environmental conditions, highly coupled subsystems, etc. Hence, aero-hydro-servo-elastic sim-48

ulations in the time domain are required by the standards [21]. One software being capable of simulating49
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Figure 1: Visualization of the combined engineering and economic model.

these coupled systems in approximately real time and being used in this study is the FASTv8 software code50

by the NREL [22]. Using FAST, in this study, the NREL 5 MW reference wind turbine [23] is investigated.51

Well-founded reference turbines are only available for 5 MW [23] and 10 MW [24]. Since a wind farm with52

a commission date of 2020 - where normally 6-8 MW turbines are used - is considered (cf. Section 3.1), the53

use of a relatively small 5 MW turbine is justified. The corresponding OC3 phase I monopile (cf. Fig. 2) is54

used as substructure [25]. Slight design changes of the OC3 monopile are applied to analyze the effect of55

design variations on the economic viability of an entire OW farm.56

Using the aero-elastic model and various EC that mirror the changing EC at the offshore site as inputs, it57

is possible to calculate time series of forces and moments acting on all structural components. The focus58

is on the design of steel substructures, so that fatigue damages are most critical. Therefore, time series are59

post-processed to approximate the fatigue lifetime, as described in Section 2.3. At this point, the limitation60

of this work to the substructure is highlighted. Constant lifetimes and costs for all other turbine parts (e.g.61

blades) are assumed. This approach is unproblematic as long as the substructure has a lifetime below 2062

years. In this case, the lifetime of other components is not completely exploited. For substructure lifetimes63

above the 20-year design lifetime, this concept is questionable. A lifetime extension of other components is64

not always possible without significantly increasing the costs. This drawback of the present approach and65

some possible workarounds are discussed in Section 4.66

For all simulations, the simulation length is set to 10 minutes according to current standards and previous67

research [21, 26]. The “run-in” time (i.e. the time that has to be removed from each time series to exclude68

initial transients) is set to values between 60 and 720 seconds according to Hübler et al. [26]. The turbulent69

wind field is calculated using the Kaimal model and the software TurbSim [27]. The JONSWAP spectrum70

is applied to compute irregular waves. To keep the simulation setup as simple as possible and to be in ac-71

cordance with the OC3 study [25], currents, second-order and breaking waves, local vibrations, degradation72

effects, and soil conditions are not taken into account. These common assumptions might affect the precise73

lifetimes values, but do not limit the general conclusions.74
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Figure 2: Visualization of the OC3 monopile and the NREL 5 MW reference wind turbine. Inertial frame coordinate system:
x downwind direction, y to the left when looking downwind, and z vertically upwards.

75

2.2. Probabilistic simulation approach76

FAST is capable of simulating time series of forces and moments for a given set of EC. Ideally, the entire77

(20 year) design lifetime of a wind turbine would be simulated. However, due to computational limitations,78

this is hardly possible. Hence, to get well-founded lifetime approximations, it is not only necessary to79

calculate the resulting damages of each simulation (see Section 2.3), but also to use a representative set of80

load cases. These load cases should mirror the entire OWT lifetime. This can either be done by applying a81

deterministic, DLC based approach, as proposed by current standards [21] or a probabilistic approach [28].82

In any case, the damage extrapolation is based on a limited number of simulations so that fatigue damage83

designs become relatively uncertain. Here, a probabilistic bin based approach is utilized: the EMCS [28].84

This means: The wind speed range is split up into several bins of 2 m s−1. In each wind speed bin, the85

same number of Nbin = 100 simulations is conducted. The use of a relatively high number of simulations86

in each bin (current standards recommend at least six simulations per bin) is required, since simulation87

results within each bin scatter significantly. Reasons for these highly uncertain loads within one and the88

same bin are, first, random realizations of the turbulent wind and the sea state (i.e. random seeds) [29],89

and second, other statistically distributed EC (e.g. wave heights or turbulence intensities) [28]. The EC for90

each simulation are determined by sampling from given statistical distributions. Hence, in each bin, MCS91

is applied. The difference to plain MCS is that more simulations are conducted for high wind speeds having92

very low occurrence probabilities, but leading to relatively high damages. Therefore, depending on the93

damage-wind speed correlation, the intensified sampling for high wind speeds by EMCS reduces the error94

due to limited sampling. To illustrate the EMCS approach, Fig. 3 shows the applied sampling distribution95

for wind speeds, being a piecewise defined Weibull distribution and no longer the real wind speed Weibull96

distribution (FWbl). For a detailed description, it is referred to the original source [28].97

Dependent statistical distributions for seven EC (wind speed (FWbl) and direction, turbulence intensity,98

wind shear and wave height, period and direction) are taken from the database in Hübler et al. [26]. For99

this database, measurement data of the FINO3 measurement mast in the North Sea is used.100

2.3. Lifetime calculation101

To approximate the substructure lifetime, the lifetime fatigue damage has to be calculated. Therefore,102

the forces and moments for the most critical location are needed. The applied lifetime calculation procedure103
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Figure 3: EMCS sampling distribution for wind speeds. Fairly homogeneous sampling due to applied bins, but in each bin
samples are generated using truncated Weibull distributions and MCS leading to discontinuities at the boundaries of bins.
Shading illustrates the bins.

[28] is briefly explained in the following: The monopile welds are exposed to higher fatigue damages compared104

to the rest of the monopile (e.g. plain steel plates), as stresses are concentrated in these hot spots (welds).105

Hence, in a first step, hot spot stresses are calculated according to Eurocode 3, part 1-9 [30]. As the stress106

concentration at transversal welds is more critical (a detail of 71 MPa according to Eurocode 3) than at107

longitudinal welds, only transversal welds are investigated. An additional stress concentration factor due to108

the size effect of the monopile wall thickness (t > 25 mm) is applied [30]. Since the considered monopile has109

a pure cylindrical shape and hot spots below mudline are not taken into account, the design driving location110

- being exposed to the highest bending moments - is at mudline. For this location marked in Fig. 2, the111

lifetime calculation is conducted.112

In most cases, for monopiles, shear stresses (τ) are negligible compared to direct stresses (σ). Thence, the113

normal stress transverse to the weld can be approximated as follows:114

σ⊥ =
Fz
A

+

√
M2
x +M2

y

S
. (1)

Here, F and M are forces and moments (cf. Fig. 4), A is the cross section area, and S is the section modulus.115

This procedure is a simplification, as the maximum normal stress is assumed and a directional dependence116

for different load cases is neglected (M =
√
M2
x +M2

y ).

z
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My
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Figure 4: Illustration of relevant forces and moments acting on the monopile cross section.

117

For the normal stress, a rainflow counting evaluates the stress cycles and the linear damage accumulation118

according to the Palmgren-Miner rule is applied. The damage for each time series (j) in each wind speed119
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bin (m) is calculated as follows:120

DTS,j,m =

I∑
i=1

ni
Ni

; ∀j ∈ J(m),m ∈M, (2)

where ni is the cycle number associated with the stress amplitude ∆σ⊥,i, Ni is the endurance (cycle number)121

for the same stress amplitude, and I is the number of considered stress amplitudes. M and J(m) are the122

bin number and the number of time series depending on the bin, respectively. Since EMCS with 13 bins123

and 100 samples per bin is applied, it follows M = 13 and J(m) = 100. The slope of the S-N curve is set to124

three before and to five after the fatigue limit.125

In general, the extrapolated lifetime damage (DLT ) is the weighted sum of the damages of all time series in126

all wind speed bins:127

DLT =

M∑
m=1

J(m)∑
j=1

(
DTS,j,m

JtotalPr(m)

J(m)

)
, (3)

where Jtotal is the number of total time series during the lifetime (e.g. 6 × 24 × 365.25 × 20 for a 20-year128

lifetime and 10-minute simulations). Pr(m) = FWbl(bm) − FWbl(am) is the occurrence probability of the129

mth wind speed bin according to the real wind speed Weibull distribution (FWbl) and decreases for high130

wind speeds. am and bm are the minimum and maximum wind speeds of the mth bin, respectively. Pr(m)131

is not related to the EMCS sampling distribution (piecewise defined Weibull distribution, cf. Fig. 3) that is132

only relevant for the sampling.133

However, since yearly realizations of the EC are needed for the economic model, here, yearly damages for134

each year (t) are calculated first:135

Dyear,t =

M∑
m=1

Jy(m)∑
j=1

(
DTS,j,m

Jtotal,yPr(m)

Jy(m)

)
, (4)

where Jy(m) is the number of time series per year depending on the bin (assuming a lifetime of 20 years136

Jy(m) = 100/20 = 5) and Jtotal,y = 6×24×365.25 is the number of total time series during one year. Using137

the same EC realizations, the annual electricity yield (Yt) is calculated:138

Yt =

M∑
m=1

Jy(m)∑
j=1

(
P (v)

Jtotal,yPr(m)

Jy(m)

)
, (5)

where P (v) represents the realization of a cumulative power curve of all wind turbines of an OW farm at139

wind speed v.140

The damage after T years is the sum of the yearly damages:141

Dsum =

T∑
t=1

Dyear,t. (6)

If Dsum exceeds 1, the substructure lifetime (L) is reached. Hence, L can be determined by finding T ∗ being142

the last value for T where Dsum < 1. Since the end of life will normally not be reached at the end of full143

years, Dsum = 1 and therefore L is approximated by using partial years.144

In this work, a probabilistic lifetime calculation is applied. Hence, Eqs. 4, 6, and the determination of L are145

not evaluated once, but NBT = 10,000 times using a bootstrap algorithm. This means: Having Nbin = 100146

simulation results available in each bin, 5 samples per year - corresponding to 100 samples per 20 years design147

lifetime - are drawn randomly with replacement from each bin. Therefore, for each bootstrap evaluation148

(NBT ), different cases (DTS,j,m) are randomly selected which leads to varying yearly damages (Dyear,t),149

lifetimes (L), and electricity yields (Yt). This bootstrap approach enables an uncertainty estimation due150
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to finite sampling in combination with varying EC and yields the lifetime PDF (cf. Fig. 5) as well as the151

electricity yield PDF. At this stage, it has to be clarified that the resulting variability of lifetime values152

is mainly due to the uncertain extrapolation process that is part of today’s turbine designs. If the entire153

lifetime would be simulated, the variation would only be due to the long-term EC scattering, which is much154

smaller.155

Since, for example, the reference design is not designed for the investigated OW farm site, quite damaging156

load cases for fault conditions are not taken into account, and safety factors - like the material safety factor157

- are not applied, the calculated lifetime does not match the 20-year design lifetime, but is significantly158

higher (by a factor of about 75). This is not problematic, since this is an exemplary study that does not159

intend to actually find the best design. However, to ensure reasonable results for the economic viability,160

substructural lifetimes have to be close to realistic project durations (typically 20 years). Therefore, all161

lifetimes are normalized using the 5th percentile of the lifetime of the reference design (i.e. it is assumed that162

the reference design lifetime is at least 20 years with a probability of 95 %).163

2.4. Cost model for the substructure164

The cost model for the substructure CAPEX is based on Häfele and Rolfes [8]. Some changes are made165

to adjust this model to monopiles. For example, welding costs are significantly lower for monopiles, as166

the welding is automated. It is assumed that the substructure CAPEX (Csub) consists of costs for the167

monopile (Cmono), the transition piece (CTP ), the tower (Ctower), and secondary components (Cadd) (e.g.168

boat landings, etc.):169

Csub = Cmono + CTP + Ctower + Cadd. (7)

Since only slight design variations are carried out, it can be assumed that transition piece, tower, and170

secondary components are not significantly affected. Therefore, their costs per mass can be set to constant171

values (see Table 1). Monopile costs are further divided into raw material costs (Cmat), welding costs172

(Cweld), fixed production costs (Cprod), and coating costs (Ccoat):173

Cmono = Cmat + Cweld + Cprod + Ccoat. (8)

Table 1: CAPEX for various parts and aspects. Adapted using several sources.

Cost type Cost Adapted sources

CTP 2600 EUR/t [11]
Ctower 2500 EUR/t [31]
Cadd 5900 EUR/t [11]
Cmat 920 EUR/t [11, 32]
Cweld 0.33 MEUR/m3 [11, 32]
Cprod 0.20 MEUR [11, 32]
Ccoat 200 EUR/m2 [11, 33]

174

Here, the material costs are proportional to the mass, the welding costs to the weld volume, and the coating175

costs to the surface area. For the coating costs, an initial (onshore) coating (down to 5 m below mudline)176

and an additional (offshore) patch coating of 2 % of the surface area are assumed. This leads to the relatively177

high costs per m2.178

2.5. Design of substructures179

To analyze the effect of substructural design variations on lifetimes and costs, and in the end on the eco-180

nomic viability, a reference structure is needed. As stated in Section 2.1, this reference is the well-established181

OC3 monopile substructure with the NREL 5 MW turbine. In this study, seven design variations are in-182

vestigated: the reference OC3 monopile, three more durable designs (with increased wall thicknesses and183
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diameters of the monopile) and three cheaper ones (decreased thicknesses and diameters). The design184

changes are summarized in Table 2.185

186

Table 2: Analyzed substructures with small design changes.

Design Abbreviation
Change in Change in
diameter wall thickness

Reference Ref – –
Design 2 D+ +1 % –
Design 3 D− −1 % –
Design 4 t+ – +2 %
Design 5 t− – −2 %
Design 6 Dur +1 % +2 %
Design 7 Chp −1 % −2 %

3. Economic viability model187

In order to measure the cost-efficiency of substructure designs, an economic viability model for financial188

analyses of wind farms is applied in a simulation study of a project located in the German Exclusive189

Economic Zone of the North Sea. The economic viability model is an extension of the model presented in190

Piel et al. [34]. It simulates an economic agent to depict the investment decisions of real-world corporations191

investing in OW farms. The economic viability model is reformulated as an optimization problem. It yields192

the required minimum sales price per unit of generated electricity - the marginal cost (in ct/kWh) - for193

which the analyzed OW farm would exactly meet the investment criteria of both debt (see Section 3.2) and194

equity (see Section 3.3) investors taking into account each substructure design separately (see Section 3.4).195

The marginal cost is comparable to the LCOE and has a similar meaning [34]. However, as it considers the196

specific project finance characteristics (see Sections 3.1-3.3). It allows for more precise financial analyses of197

OW farms. Consequently, the marginal cost is utilized as the competitiveness criterion for the comparison198

of substructure designs according to the following rationale: The lower the marginal cost of the OW farm,199

the higher the cost-efficiency of the analyzed substructure design.200

3.1. Cash-flow simulation201

The economic viability model combines a state-of-the-art cash-flow calculation for OW farms oriented202

towards Piel et al. [34] with the MCS approach of the aero-elastic OWT model. This enables the simulation203

of uncertain cash-flows using the NBT = 10,000 realizations provided by the aero-elastic OWT model for204

the annual gross electricity yield and the turbine lifetime as well as CAPEX of the different substructure205

designs. For every turbine of the investigated OW farm, the cash-flows are simulated until the end of the206

corresponding lifetime realization (i.e. no electricity is produced by a turbine after reaching its end of life,207

Yt = 0 ∀ t > T ∗). The cash-flow simulation is based on an income statement and a cash-flow statement,208

as shown in Table 3. Both statements are simulated for each year of the project life cycle and each MCS209

iteration. This yields PDF estimations of the unlevered FCF, which serve as the basis for the debt sculpting210

in Section 3.2 and the project valuation in Section 3.3.211

Table 4 shows the project characteristics of the OW farm under investigation to which the cash-flow simu-212

lation is applied. The cost data is derived from Reimers and Kaltschmitt [35] using their experience curve213

theory model in consideration of an estimated total installed wind energy capacity of 741.70 GW (34 GW214

offshore [36]) in 2020 [37]. The financing data is oriented towards the cost of capital forecast for German215

OW farms commissioned in 2020 from Prognos and Fichtner [5]. The tax data refers to the German tax216

legislation. The annual revenues Ri,t = p · Yi,t ·NOH are calculated by multiplying the sales price per unit217

of generated electricity p by the gross electricity yield Yi,t and the net operating hours NOH in each year218
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Table 3: Income and cash-flow statements.

Income statement Cash-flow statement

Revenues EBIT
− OPEX − Taxes on EBIT
= EBITDA + Depreciation

+ Decommissioning provision expenses
− Depreciation − CAPEX
− Decommissioning provision expenses − Decommissioning expenses
= EBIT = Unlevered free cash-flow

Table 4: Project characteristics of the OW farm under investigation.

General data Cost data

Distance to shore 10 km CAPEX
Distance to port 20 km -Project development 110 MEUR
Water depth 20 m -Installation 2.4 MEUR/turb.
Commissioning date 01.01.2020 -Rotor, nacelle and tower 8.2 MEUR/turb.
Wind turbines 80 NREL 5 MW -Substructure Substructure costs
Total capacity 400 MW -Insurance and financing 36 MEUR
OW farm efficiency 74 % OPEX
Net operating hours 6500 h/turb. -Operation & maintenance 0.20 MEUR/turb.
Wind resource Wind speed PDF -Insurance 0.10 MEUR/turb.
Project duration Lifetime PDF Decommissioning expenses 0.51 MEUR/turb.

Tax data Financing data

Corporate tax 31 % Unlevered cost of capital 5.6 %
Straight line depreciation 16 years Cost of debt 3.5 %
Provision expenses Discounted at 5.5 % Debt service period 16 years

t = (0, ..., Ti), where Ti represents the total project life cycle length. The net operating hours are derived219

from the OW farm efficiency stated in Prognos and Fichtner [5]. All probabilistic parameters are denoted220

by the index i = (1, ..., NBT ) with NBT as the number of MCS iterations.221

3.2. Debt sculpting222

In recent years, OW farms were, to a large extend, funded via non-recourse project finance which typically223

features high shares of debt [38]. The debt-to-equity ratio can be optimized by means of a debt sculpting224

model based on the unlevered FCF resulting from the cash-flow simulation. Optimizing the debt-to-equity225

ratio utilizes the leverage effect of debt financing, which increases the profitability from equity investors’226

perspective, if the cost of debt is lower than the IRR [39]. In order to optimally utilize the leverage effect,227

the debt sculpting model yields the maximum amount of debt capital that can be raised such that the228

investment criteria of debt investors are exactly met. In project financing, debt investors typically consider229

a certain DSCR target as their investment criteria. The DSCR measures the coverage of the contractual debt230

service by the cash-flow available for debt service [40]. Based on the DSCR target, debt sculpting entails231

calculating the repayment schedule of debt capital such that the debt service, including interest payments232

and principal repayments, is tailored to the cash-flow available for debt service (here: unlevered FCF) [40].233

Consequently, the debt sculpting ensures that a minimum DSCR is maintained in each year of the debt234

service period.235

The DSCR is calculated as follows:236

DSCRi,t =
FCFi,t

INTt + Pt
; ∀i ∈ NBT , t ∈ TDebt, (9)
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where FCFi,t is the unlevered FCF, INTt is the annual interest payment, Pi,t is the annual principal237

repayment, and TDebt is the length of the entire debt service period. Based on a predefined minimum DSCR238

target, the maximum debt service capacity is calculated as follows:239

DSCt =
F−1FCF,t(α)

β
; ∀t ∈ TDebt, (10)

where F−1FCF,t is the inverse of the unlevered FCF CDF, α is a confidence level, and β is the predefined240

minimum DSCR target. Both α and β represent the investment requirements of debt investors. Debt241

investors of OW farms are typically willing to invest, if the DSCR is equal to β = 1.2 with a confidence of242

1 − α = 75 % throughout all debt service periods [40]. A DSCR greater than one implies that the project243

is able to cover the debt service in a specific period by the FCF generated in the same period, and thus,244

indicates the soundness of the project corporation. Given that the debt capital is raised in form of zero245

coupon bonds, the maximum amount of debt capital is derived from the debt service capacity as follows:246

D =

TDebt∑
t=1

DSCt
(1 + rd)t

, (11)

where rd is the cost of debt. Zero coupon bonds do not pay any interest and their principal is the amount to247

be repaid at the time to maturity. Thus, with coupon-stripping any bond can be separated into individual248

securities each representing a zero coupon bond selling at different discounts depending on the time to249

maturity [41]. This property enables sculpting the debt to the debt service capacity in each individual250

debt service period such that the summed security values equal the maximum amount of debt capital to be251

raised. Based on the latter, the principal repayments (Pt) and interest payments (INTt) can be calculated252

as follows:253

Pt =
DSCt

(1 + rd)t
; ∀t ∈ TDebt (12)

and254

INTt = DSCt − Pt; ∀t ∈ TDebt. (13)

Due to the debt sculpting, the sum of principal repayments and interest payments is equal to the debt255

service capacity in each year of the debt service period. This ensures that the minimum DSCR target of the256

debt investors is fulfilled and the maximum amount of debt capital is raised.257

3.3. Valuation258

In order to enable the evaluation of the OW farm profitability, the present economic viability model259

utilizes the APV method to estimate a PDF of the project value by discounting the unlevered FCF to the260

valuation date. Following Myers [42], the APV method is applied as follows:261

APVi =

Ti∑
t=0

FCFi,t
(1 + re)t

+
τ · INTt
(1 + rd)t

; ∀i ∈ NBT , (14)

where τ is the corporate tax rate and re is the unlevered cost of equity. In market-oriented financing and262

industrialized economies, the alternative WACC method is widely used. The APV method is applied to263

valuing investments in economies of high uncertainty and scarce financial markets where stable debt-to-264

equity ratios are hard to obtain [43]. As the latter applies to OW farms, the use of the APV method is265

the best choice [44]. This is due to the explicit tax-shield consideration, which represents tax advantages266

arising from debt financing, in the second fraction of the APV equation. The APV method enables a267

straightforward tax-shield adjustment for changes in the debt-to-equity ratio during the project life cycle.268

However, if consistently applied, the alternative WACC method with the corresponding NPV would lead to269

the same project value [34].270
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3.4. Marginal cost calculation271

The combination of cash-flow simulation, debt sculpting, and APV method yields several KPI in the272

form of PDF. These KPI are the basis for the optimization model that quantifies the marginal cost of the273

analyzed OW farm. As the implementation of wind farms depends on balancing the interests of both equity274

and debt investors, the optimization model considers an economic agent that represents the perspectives275

of both groups of decision-makers. By keeping the investment behavior of real-world corporations in the276

realm of wind farms, the economic agent measures the soundness of the analyzed project from debt investor277

perspective by way of the DSCR and utilizes the APV to analyze the profitability from equity investor278

perspective. A simple mathematical formulation of the optimization problem is as follows:279

MinimizeMinimizeMinimize p subject to (15)

280

E(APV ) ≥ 0 (16)

and281

F−1DSCR,t(α) ≥ β; ∀t ∈ TDebt, (17)

where E(APV ) is the expected APV and F−1DSCR,t is the inverse of the DSCR CDF. The optimization282

model minimizes the sales price per unit of generated electricity p by accounting for the trade-off between283

APV and DSCR, which is strongly influenced by the debt share. The first constraint represents the general284

investment requirement of the equity investors. It determines that they are willing to invest, if the expected285

APV is nonnegative. This is equivalent to an expected (unlevered) IRR that is equal to or greater than the286

(unlevered) cost of capital - a typical investment rule of equity investors of OW farms [45]. Accordingly, the287

second constraint represents the investment requirement of the debt investors.288

In order to find an analytical solution for the optimization problem, a derivative of the expected APV with289

respect to p is used:290

dE(APV )

dp
= (1− τ) ·

T∑
t=1

E(Yt)

(1 + re)t
+ τ · (1− τ) ·

TDebt∑
t=1

F−1
Y,t(α)

β

(1 + rd)t
· (1− (1 + rd)

−t), (18)

where T is the maximum total project life cycle length for all iterations, E(Yt) is the expected electricity291

yield, and F−1Y,t (α) with 1 − α = 75 % is the 25th percentile of the electricity yield. The mathematical292

derivation of Eq. 18 using Eq. 14 is given in Appendix A. The first addend refers to the discounting of the293

unlevered FCF in the APV method. The second addend refers to the discounting of the tax-shields and is294

based on the second constraint. By means of the revenues, the sales price per unit of generated electricity p295

affects the unlevered FCF as well as the tax shield. The latter is based on p due to the debt sculpting, which296

maximizes the amount of debt financing, and thus, determines the interest payments considered in the tax297

shield calculation. The derivative measures the sensitivity of changes in the expected APV with respect to298

a change in p.299

Since the APV in Eq. 14 is linear in the price p (cf. Appendix A), the exact solution of the optimization300

problem can be found by means of the derivative. The cash-flow simulation, debt sculpting, and APV301

method are conducted using an initial guess pinitial ∈ R+ \ {0}. Afterwards, the minimum sales price per302

unit of generated electricity is calculated as follows:303

p∗ = pinitial −
E(APV )
dE(APV )

dp

, (19)

where the second subtrahend represents the change of the initial guess necessary to set the expected APV304

exactly to zero. As stated in Section 3, the resulting minimum sales price per unit of generated electricity305

p∗ represents the marginal cost and thus the competitiveness criterion.306
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Table 5: Approximated substructure costs and lifetimes.

Design
Substructure costs

Difference
Expected substructure

Difference
Coefficient of Variation

in MEUR lifetime in years of the lifetime

Ref 2.84 – 23.4 – 0.086
D+ 2.87 +1.09 % 26.6 +13.9 % 0.091
D− 2.81 −1.09 % 22.7 −3.08 % 0.066
t+ 2.88 +1.32 % 26.7 +14.2 % 0.076
t− 2.80 −1.30 % 21.0 −10.1 % 0.094
Dur 2.91 +2.46 % 30.2 +29.2 % 0.068
Chp 2.78 −2.33 % 17.3 −26.0 % 0.084
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(a) Lifetime PDF for cheaper designs
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(b) Lifetime PDF for more durable designs

Figure 5: Lifetime PDF for different substructure designs.

4. Results307

4.1. Lifetimes and substructure costs308

State-of-the-art design investigations for OWT frequently focus on the structural mass. However, rele-309

vant outputs for investors rather concern the cost-efficiency. Consequently, the presented engineering and310

economic models are combined to focus on the relevant economic results. Nevertheless, as the outputs of311

the aero-elastic OWT model - substructure lifetimes and CAPEX - are needed for the financial analyses (cf.312

Fig. 1), first, these intermediate results are presented in brief.313

The approximated costs of all seven substructures are summarized in Table 5. The lifetime distributions314

are shown in Fig. 5 and indicate the effect of design variations on the lifetime. On the one hand, decreased315

diameters and wall thicknesses result in lower costs. On the other hand, the mean lifetimes of these designs316

decrease as well. Analogical results are apparent for the durable designs, which have higher costs, but also317

higher mean lifetimes than the reference design. This trade-off between costs and lifetime leads to opposite318

effects concerning the profitability and soundness of the OW farm. It has to be further analyzed to assess319

the overall effect on the cost-efficiency of the substructure designs.320

Before analyzing the cost-efficiency, the lifetime distributions are briefly discussed. Figure 5 shows that321

substructure lifetimes between about 12 and 40 years are possible. If substructure lifetimes are very low for322

cheap designs, the whole OWT can only be operated for this limited period. However, for durable designs,323

it is questionable whether the whole OWT can be run for the increased substructure lifetime. Lifetimes of324

other components (e.g. rotor blades) will limit the overall lifetime in this case. Hence, the positive effect of325

durable designs is overestimated. Since a lifetime extension of some years for other parts might be possible,326

while an extension of more than about 10 years is definitely unrealistic, in a second step, the overall lifetime327

is limited to 20, 25, and 30 years. Exemplary, for a limit of 30 years, the adjusted lifetime PDF are displayed328

in Fig. 6. Here, the difference to the unlimited lifetime is mainly visible for the durable design. However,329
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for a limitation of 20 years (not shown), the lifetime distributions of all design are significantly “truncated”330

and the more durable designs have constant lifetimes of 20 years.
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(a) Lifetime PDF for cheaper designs
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(b) Lifetime PDF for more durable designs

Figure 6: Lifetime PDF for different substructure designs using a maximum lifetime of 30 years.

331

4.2. Cost-efficiency332

In consideration of the outputs of the aero-elastic OWT model, the economic viability model is applied333

to the project characteristics of the OW farm given each substructure design separately. Figure 7 shows the334

results of the optimization model for the reference substructure design. For a sales price of 8.57 ct/kWh,335

the following applies: E(APV ) = 0 and F−1DSCR,t(25 %) = 1.2. The APV PDF mean value is nil (see336

Fig. 7(a)) and the 25th percentiles of the DSCR PDF are equal to the DSCR target of 1.2 (see Fig. 7(b)).337

Hence, the investment criteria of both equity and debt investors are exactly fulfilled, which means that the338

marginal cost is equal to the estimated sales price. The economic viability model is congruently applied339

to the other substructure designs. Table 6 shows the calculated marginal cost of all substructure designs340

and their percentage deviations from the marginal cost of the reference design. To enable an additional341

design comparison by means of the APV, the resulting APV PDF of the OW farm for each design given the342

marginal cost of the reference design are shown in Figs. 8 to 10. In addition, the corresponding expected343

APV and expected unlevered IRR are shown in Table 7. The unlevered IRR is used to compare the results344

for different substructures, as it is independent of a project’s individual leverage which changes for the345

considered substructure design. As the marginal cost for the reference design is used, the corresponding346

expected APV is equal to zero and the expected unlevered IRR is equal to the unlevered cost of capital.347

The results show that - for the unlimited lifetime (“unltd”) - the analyzed OW farm has the lowest marginal348

cost in consideration of the durable substructure design (Dur), which has the highest cost, but longest349

expected lifetime. Consequently, following the defined competitiveness criterion, the durable design is the350

most cost-efficient solution among all substructure designs. Accordingly, the cheapest substructure design351

(Chp) is least cost-efficient and has the highest marginal cost. Taking all substructure designs into account,352

the results indicate that the marginal cost decreases with increasing diameters and wall thicknesses. Hence,353

for the present setup (i.e. turbine, project characteristics, minor design variations, etc.), it holds true that354

the more durable a substructure design, the more competitive it is compared to the reference design, and355

vice versa.356

As discussed before, an unlimited lifetime is not realistic, as other turbine parts are not considered. If a357

limitation of the lifetime to 25 or 30 years is introduced (“max25” and “max30”), the APV PDF of the more358

durable designs feature a negative skewness (see Fig. 9(b)), as they highly dependent on the lifetime PDF359

that are also skewed due to the “truncation”. The positive effects of increased durability decrease, as the360

total lifetime potential of these substructure designs is not fully used (i.e. the durable design cannot exploit361

its full lifetime of up to 40 years). This means that the cost-efficiency of the more durable design variations362

is overestimated for the unlimited case. Nevertheless, although the durable design is overdesigned in the363

limited cases (“max25” and “max30”), it is still the most cost-efficient one. Hence, for the investigated364

monopile, it is reasonable to slightly overdesign the substructure to guarantee the design lifetime and even365
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Figure 7: APV and DSCR PDF for the reference substructure design.

a lifetime extension of several years.366

If it is assumed that the lifetime of other turbine parts cannot be extended and the overall lifetime is367

limited to 20 years (“max20”), it becomes clear that a significant overdesign (e.g. the durable design with368

an expected lifetime of more than 30 years, i.e. the substructure lifetime exceeds the fixed turbine lifetime369

by 50 % on average) will lead to less cost-efficiency. Table 6 shows that for this case, a cheaper design (D−)370

is the most cost-efficient solution. This means that in some cases, reduced lifetimes can even be beneficial.371

Furthermore, variances of the APV PDF decrease significantly given a lifetime limitation of 20 years (cf. Fig.372

10(b)), since then, for most designs, the lifetime is constant. Hence, the marginal cost of the substructure373

designs differs only slightly, except for the cheapest design that features lifetimes below 20 years with a374

significant probability. From this, it follows that cheap designs with expected lifetimes significantly lower375

than 20 years should be avoided and that longer lifetimes using more durable designs are promising in most376

cases.377

The results for the expected APV and unlevered IRR shown in Table 7 confirm the findings from the378

comparison according to the marginal cost. The highest expected APV can be achieved with the most379

durable substructure design. The cheapest design results in the lowest expected APV. The same holds true380

for the unlevered IRR. A comparison of Figs. 8(b) and 9(b) makes clear that the advantage of the durable381

design decreases for more realistically limited maximum lifetimes. Although the lifetime restriction to 30382

years only affects more durable designs (cf. Fig. 6), these designs are still most competitive. In contrast, if383

lifetimes are strictly limited to the design lifetime of 20 years, all designs are affected (cf. Fig. 10), since for384

all lifetime PDF, a significant part above 20 years is “truncated”. Given this lifetime limitation, the more385

durable designs lead to quite similar results, as they have nearly constant lifetimes of 20 years. Cheaper386

designs become much more competitive. In this case, the design with a reduced diameter (D−) is the most387

cost-efficient one, as it has lower substructure costs (cf. Table 5), but the lifetime still reaches the maximum388

of 20 years with a probability of about 95 % (cf. Fig. 5). The most durable design (Dur) - being the best389

design for less limited lifetimes - has even slightly lower expected APV and unlevered IRR than the reference390

case. The reason are higher CAPEX for the substructure, whereas the lifetime cannot be increased due to391

the limitation to 20 years.392

5. Discussion, limitations and outlook393

The effects of substructural design variations on the OW farm’s economic viability using an interdisci-394

plinary, probabilistic simulation approach that combines engineering and economic models are analyzed. It395

becomes apparent that even small changes in the designs can lead to significantly different marginal cost396

for OW farms. Results indicate that the effect of varying lifetimes exceeds the effect of changes in initial397

costs. This means that for the considered OW farm, more durable designs with higher lifetimes outperform398

cheaper designs. This implies strong incentives for investors to make rather sustainable investment decisions399
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Table 6: Marginal cost (in ct/kWh) given each substructure design and different maximum lifetimes (unltd: unlimited, max30:
maximum of 30 years, max25: maximum of 25 years, max20: maximum of 20 years). Best designs in bold.

Design
Marginal cost (in ct/kWh) Deviation from Ref

unltd max30 max25 max20 unltd max30 max25 max20

Ref 8.57 8.57 8.59 8.99 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.23 % 4.84 %
D+ 8.28 8.28 8.44 8.99 −3.44 % −3.39 % −1.57 % 4.91 %
D− 8.64 8.64 8.64 8.97 0.76 % 0.76 % 0.79 % 4.68 %
t+ 8.27 8.27 8.43 9.00 −3.50 % −3.48 % −1.71 % 4.94 %
t− 8.85 8.85 8.85 9.03 3.25 % 3.25 % 3.26 % 5.40 %
Dur 8.03 8.08 8.41 9.01 −6.29 % −5.70 % −1.87 % 5.08 %
Chp 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.51 10.9 % 10.9 % 10.9 % 10.9 %
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Figure 8: APV PDF for different substructure designs.
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Figure 9: APV PDF for different substructure designs using a maximum lifetime of 30 years.
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Figure 10: APV PDF for different substructure designs using a maximum lifetime of 20 years.
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Table 7: APV and IRR given each substructure design. Best designs in bold.

Design
APV in MEUR IRR in %

unltd max30 max25 max20 unltd max30 max25 max20

Ref 0 −0.00 −3.14 −61.0 5.56 5.56 5.52 4.54
D+ 49.4 48.6 21.8 −61.9 6.25 6.24 5.91 4.53
D− −10.1 −10.1 −10.6 −58.9 5.42 5.42 5.42 4.58
t+ 50.4 50.0 23.8 −62.3 6.27 6.27 5.95 4.53
t− −41.7 −41.7 −41.9 −67.2 4.84 4.84 4.84 4.39
Dur 95.1 85.4 26.3 −64.1 6.76 6.67 5.98 4.50
Chp −125 −125 −125 −125 2.94 2.94 2.94 2.94

regarding turbine substructures.400

The present analyses are limited to a single monopile design (including small design variations). Therefore,401

a general validity of these results is not given. Especially for other substructure types, the trade-off between402

lifetime and CAPEX might be differently valued. If the substructure CAPEX are higher, being the case for403

jackets or floating substructures, the economic advantage of longer lifetimes will be smaller or even diminish.404

The results of the “max20” case indicate that sometimes it might be even beneficial to reduce lifetimes, if405

this limits the CAPEX.406

For the sake of simplicity, OPEX are considered to be constant for all designs and over time. For a more407

realistic representation, in future research, the influence of variable OPEX should be investigated as well.408

Normally, cheaper designs cause higher OPEX. Another limitation of the analyses refers to the constant409

unlevered cost of capital and the corresponding effect of discounting on the trade-off between lifetime and410

CAPEX. Higher unlevered cost of capital, as for example, caused by country risk premiums, significantly411

reduces the impact of cash-flows in later years due to a higher discounting such that the economic effect of412

lifetime extensions becomes less important, and vice versa.413

Regardless the type of effect, the combined engineering and economic analysis clarifies that the lifetime414

should not be considered as a constant. It should be included as an important variable that has to be415

optimized relative to the corresponding CAPEX by analyzing the economic effect of their trade-off.416

This leads to some open issues that should be addressed by upcoming work: First, so far, only the effect417

of different designs was analyzed. As noted before, in future optimizations, the OWT lifetime should be418

regarded as a variable. Hence, such an optimization of the substructure taking into account an optimal419

lifetime would be beneficial. It might lead to significantly different “optimal” structures compared to opti-420

mizations using constant lifetimes. Second, such future optimizations should also consider variable unlevered421

cost of capital, which depend on the risk inherent to the analyzed substructure design. For example, more422

durable designs decrease the overall project risk and should thus slightly reduce the unlevered cost of capital423

due to a lower beta factor (risk measure), and vice versa. This could further increase the cost-efficiency424

of durable substructure designs. Third, so far, only the design of the substructure was varied. The whole425

economic viability topic using probabilistic, interdisciplinary analyses can be applied to other turbine parts426

as well. Hence, upcoming work should also address other components (e.g. blades). The inclusion of other427

components will probably lead to even more pronounced differences in the marginal cost.428

Appendix A429

The purpose of this derivation is to show the derivative of the expected APV with respect to the sales
price per unit of generated electricity (cf. Eq. 18):

dE(APV )

dp
= (1− τ) ·

T∑
t=0

E(Yt)

(1 + re)t
+ τ · (1− τ) ·

TDebt∑
t=0

F−1
Y,t(α)

β

(1 + rd)t
· (1− (1 + rd)

−t).
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The starting point is the adjusted present value in Eq. 14. The APV can be split in two addends, the
unlevered APV (uAPVt) and the discounted tax shield (DTSt):

APV =

T∑
t=0

FCFt
(1 + re)t

+
τ · INTt
(1 + rd)t

=

T∑
t=0

uAPVt + DTSt .

dE(APV )

dp
=

d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

uAPVt

]
+

d

dp
E

[
TDebt∑
t=0

DTSt

]
.

Using Table 3, the first addend of the APV equation - the unlevered APV - can be rearranged as follows,
where we denote depreciation as DEP , decommissioning expenses as DECEX , its provisions as PDC , and
the taxes on EBIT as TAXt:

d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

uAPVt

]
=

d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

FCFt

(1 + re)
t

]

=
d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

EBIT t − TAX t − CAPEXt −DECEXt +DEP t + PDCt

(1 + re)
t

]
.

It is assumed that CAPEXt, DECEXt, DEPt, and PDCt are independent of p and constant in our case.
Therefore, we can simplify as follows:

d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

uAPVt

]
=

d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

EBIT t − TAX t

(1 + re)
t

]

=
d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

EBIT t − τ · EBIT t

(1 + re)
t

]

=
d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

EBIT t · (1− τ)

(1 + re)
t

]

=
d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

(Rt − (OPEXt +DEP t + PDCt)) · (1− τ)

(1 + re)
t

]
.

DEPt, and PDCt are still independent of p and constant. The same holds true for OPEXt. However, it is
conceivable that specific contractual arrangements feature dependency on the revenues and thus on the price
p. An example could be the land lease. As we assume turbine dependent OPEXt, they are independent of
p and constant in our case. It follows:

d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

uAPVt

]
=

d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

Rt · (1− τ)

(1 + re)
t

]

=
d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

Yt · p · (1− τ)

(1 + re)
t

]

= (1− τ) ·
T∑
t=0

E(Yt)

(1 + re)
t .
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For the second addend - the tax shield (TSt), Eqs. 9 to 13 and Table 3 are used for the following rearrange-
ments:

d

dp
E

[
TDebt∑
t=0

DTSt

]
=

d

dp
E

[
TDebt∑
t=0

TS t

(1 + rd)
t

]

=
d

dp
E

[
TDebt∑
t=0

τ · INT t

(1 + rd)
t

]

=
d

dp
E

[
TDebt∑
t=0

τ · (DSC t − Pt)

(1 + rd)
t

]

=
d

dp
E

TDebt∑
t=0

τ ·
(

DSC t − DSC t

(1+rd)
t

)
(1 + rd)

t


=

d

dp
E

[
TDebt∑
t=0

τ ·DSC t

(1 + rd)
t ·
(

1− (1 + rd)
−t
)]

=
d

dp
E

TDebt∑
t=0

τ · F
−1
FCF,t (α)

β

(1 + rd)
t ·

(
1− (1 + rd)

−t
) .

As before, FCF can be expressed as:

FCF = (Yt · p−OPEXt +DEPt + PDCt) (1− τ)− CAPEXt −DECEXt +DEPt + PDCt

and OPEXt, CAPEXt, DECEXt, DEPt, and PDCt are independent of p and in our case constant.
Therefore, it holds:

F−1FCF ,t(α) = F−1Y ,t(α) · p · (1− τ) + c

where, c = − (OPEXt +DEPt + PDCt) (1− τ)−CAPEXt−DECEXt +DEPt +PDCt. We can further
rearrange the second addend:

d

dp
E

[
TDebt∑
t=0

DTSt

]
=

d

dp
E

TDebt∑
t=0

τ · F
−1
Y ,t (α)·p·(1−τ)+c

β

(1 + rd)
t ·

(
1− (1 + rd)

−t
) .

Since the previous term does not contain any random variable, the expected value of the term is the term
itself, it follows:

d

dp
E

[
TDebt∑
t=0

DTSt

]
= τ · (1− τ) ·

TDebt∑
t=0

F−1
Y,t(α)

β

(1 + rd)t
· (1− (1 + rd)

−t).

Finally, the full expression in Eq. 18 is:

dE(APV )

dp
=

d

dp
E

[
T∑
t=0

uAPVt

]
+

d

dp
E

[
TDebt∑
t=0

DTSt

]

= (1− τ) ·
T∑
t=0

E(Yt)

(1 + re)t
+ τ · (1− τ) ·

TDebt∑
t=0

F−1
Y,t(α)

β

(1 + rd)t
· (1− (1 + rd)

−t).
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